TRUMP TO NETANYAHU:

'TOGETHER WE WILL
CONFRONT IRAN'

(KENITE OCCUPIED) ISRAELNATIONALNEWS.com, 11/12/17
(EXCERPT)

President Donald Trump penned a letter to
Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu recently,
thanking him for his support following Trump’s
United Nations address in September, and
pledging to work together with Israel to confront
Iran over its nuclear program.

According to a report by Channel 10,
Prime Minister Netanyahu first revealed
the letter at a meeting with senior Likud
officials on Sunday.
'To Saudi Arabia, the conflict with Iran is existential.
It involves the survival of the monarchy, the legitimacy of the state,
and indeed the future of Islam.
To the extent that Iran continues to emerge as a dominant power,
Saudi Arabia at a minimum will seek to enhance its own power position
to maintain the balance.
Given the elemental issues involved, verbal reassurances will not suffice.
Depending on the outcome of the Iranian nuclear negotiations, Saudi Arabia
is likely to seek its own nuclear capability in some form—either by acquiring
warheads from an existing nuclear power, prefereably Islamic (like Pakistan),
or by financing their development in some other country as an insurance policy.
(EDITOR'S NOTE:
Compare to the article published October 30th, 2017 on RT.com entitled:
'Saudi Arabia Eyes Uranium Extraction
For 'Self-Sufficient' Nuclear Program-Top Gov't Official')
To the extent that Saudi Arabia judges America to be withdrawing from the region,

it may well seek a regional order involving another outside power,
perhaps China, India or even Russia.
(EDITOR'S NOTE:

Compare to the article published October 5th, 2017 on TheGuardian.com entitled:
'Saudi King's Visit To Russia Heralds Shift In Global Power Structures')
The tensions, turmoil and violence wracking the Middle East in the first two decades of the
twenty-first century should therefore be understood as layers of civil and religious strife carried
out in a contest to determine whether and how the region will relate to any larger concept of
world order. Much depends on the United States' capacity, skill and will to help shape an
outcome that fulfills American interests and that Saudi Arabia and its allies consider compatible
with their security and their principles.' (From page 141 of 'World Order' by Henry Kissinger)

In the letter, President Trump singles out
Israel as “one of the few countries in the
world” which expressed support for
the president’s September address at
the United Nations, in which he warned
the US may be forced to go to war against
the North Korean regime, and urged world
leaders to confront Iran over its nuclear
program and human rights abuses.
Israel, along with Iran’s Gulf state rivals
and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia were
among the few nations to express support
for Trump’s address, which marked a
radical departure from the policy pursued
by President Barack Obama.

“I thank you for your support,”
Trump wrote to Netanyahu.
“Together, we will confront Iran.”
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